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Abstract—In this paper, a passive measurement system is
used to explore the phase noise of high overtone bulk acoustic
wave resonators. The chosen overtone is around 373 MHz and
the temperature coefficient of frequency at room temperature is
4 ppm/K. The 1/f noise is clearly shown and a flicker floor of
about σy_floor = 1.5×10-11 is demonstrated.
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measurement has been done with a passive method using
carrier suppression technique [9], at 373 MHz. This method
provides a better noise floor than the 5125A at 1 Hz offset
from the carrier. A frequency synthesizer has been used as
driving source of the resonator.
II.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The FEMTO-ST Institute, Besancon, France and the
French space agency (CNES), Toulouse, France investigate the
origins of noise in bulk acoustic wave resonators for several
years [1]. Numerous micro-resonators dedicated to time bases
are now developed by many laboratories [2-7]. They used
collective process and clean room microtechnologies. Many
resonating devices can be used to stabilize oscillators and their
frequency stability is a condition for a low generated noise.
The oscillator is often directly associated with the resonator.
Then the contribution in term of noise of the resonator
compared with the electronic circuit noise of the oscillator is
not well known. Thus, these MEMS technologies could be
perturbed by the inherent noise of the resonator which limits
performances. Phase noise is one of the most generic methods
of expressing frequency instability.
In this paper, we propose to measure the inherent noise of
HBAR resonators without the associated oscillator. High
overtone bulk acoustic wave resonators (HBAR) are based on a
thinned LiNbO3 piezoelectric layer transferred on a LiTaO3
substrate. Previous paper describes this kind of resonator and
give some performances in term of Q.f product and behavior
with temperature [8].
A first measurement has been done with a digital crosscorrelation phase modulation noise measurement system:
Symmetricom 5125A. This system is not enough to measure
the HBAR because of its noise floor. Around 400 MHz, the
datasheet of the device gives -110 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz offset from
the carrier. This result implies that the phase noise of the
HBAR can’t be seen if it is under -110 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz offset.
First a characterization of HBAR is done to measure the
quality factor at chosen frequency. Then, the phase noise

RESONATOR CHARACTERISTICS AND CONDITIONING

A. HBAR principle
HBARs combine the outstanding properties of the strong
coupling coefficient of the deposited piezoelectric thin film and
of the high intrinsic quality substrates. The piezoelectric film
and the two electrodes on opposite sides are used as a
transducer whereas the acoustic energy is mainly trapped in the
substrate, Fig. 1. Resonance frequencies correspond to integer
numbers of half wavelengths in the entire thickness. Unlike
Film Bulk Acoustic Resonator (FBAR) and Solidly Mounted
Resonator (SMR) in which only odd overtones exist, both odd
and even overtones are compatible with resonance modes
satisfying the electrical and mechanical boundary conditions.
For more details, the reader can look at [10].
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Fig. 1. Principle of a HBAR, showing possible harmonics distribution within
the stack.

B. HBAR features
For the experimentation, we use HBAR constituted by
LiNbO3 (YXl)/163 piezoelectric layer on LiTaO3 Z-cut
substrate. LiTaO3 material presents low acoustic attenuation.
To facilitate the measurement, we use low frequency overtone
around 373MHz. The Q.f product is around 8.2×1012 Hz, as
shown with the result presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Electrical response of HBAR with LiNbO3 (YXl)/163° as
piezoelectric layer and LiTaO3 (YXl)/90° as substrate. This overtone exhibits
Q.f product around 8.2×1012 Hz.

HBAR is directly wire bonded on a PCB with two SMA
connectors. Encapsulation of the whole PCB isolates the
HBAR, as shown in Fig. 3. The temperature coefficient of
frequency at room temperature is 4 ppm/K for the overtone at
373 MHz.

Fig. 5. S12 parameters of the tested HBAR around 373 MHz.

Moreover, LiTaO3 Z-cut is a cut orientation exhibiting a
near zero frequency drift [11]. Electronic dedicated to heat the
resonator have been implemented at 8 different temperatures.
A turn-over point is found around 55°C. Fig. 6 shows the
impact of temperature variations. The main results are
summarized in Table I.

Fig. 3. Photography of packaged HBAR on PCB. On the left, photography of
HBAR on ceramic with wire bonding. On the right, package of the HBAR.

The 373 MHz frequency has been chosen considering the
quality factor and the insertion loss, shown in Fig. 4. The
minimum of insertion loss corresponds to a Q factor around
25,000. The Q factor can also be determined from the S12
parameters, shown in Fig. 5. The slope of the phase at the
resonant frequency fres leads to the Leeson frequency fL,
according to (1):
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The Q factor is then calculated using
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Fig. 4. Insertion Loss and Quality Factor versus Frequency.

Fig. 6. Frequency evolution versus temperature. T0=25°C; T1=38.6°C;
T2=46.4°C; T3=51.7°C; T4=61.9°C; T5=69.7°C; T6=77.8°C; T7=85.3°C;
T8=96°C.

Fig. 7. Relative frequency variation and Q loaded versus temperature of
overtone around 373MHz of HBAR. T0=25°C; T1=38.6°C; T2=46.4°C;
T3=51.7°C; T4=61.9°C; T5=69.7°C; T6=77.8°C; T7=85.3°C; T8=96°C.

It clearly appears in Fig. 7 that the most suitable
temperature to work with is T4 = 61.9 °C. Considering this
temperature, the driving source of the phase noise
measurement system has been adjusted to the appropriate
frequency.
TABLE I.

FREQUENCY VARIATION OF THE HBAR AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

T°C

Freq.
(MHz)

S12 max
(dB)

25

373.860

-11

Freq.
variation
(ppm/K)
3.8

61.9

373.824

-12

0.3

23 000

96

373.875

-12.5

6.8

22 900

III.

Q factor

24 100

PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENTS

The phase noise measurement of the HBAR resonator has
been done using a carrier suppression system. The principle of
this method is to reduce the noise from the source leaving the
noise coming from the measured resonator. A block diagram of
the principle is shown in Fig. 7. The input power of the system
comes from a synthesizer referenced to an ultra-stable
hydrogen maser. The carrier signal of the driving source is split
into two equal parts to drive the two arms of the system, on one
of which the Device Under Test (DUT) is set-up. On the other
one an attenuator and a phase shifter are installed in order to
equilibrate the system. The carrier of the driving source is then
canceled when the two signals are combined 180° out of phase.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of phase noise for the resonator at 373 MHz, with a driving
power equal to 70 µW. No thermal stabilization was used during the
measurement.

We can visualize the 1/f noise of the resonator between 0.5
and 100 Hz that is expected but never shown before. The
HBAR resonator shows a phase noise of ℒ
−125 dBc/Hz
at 1 Hz offset from the carrier.
In this case, the loaded Q, determined before the phase
noise measurement, is about 24.000, then the cut-off frequency
fL should be around 8.5 kHz. This part of the slope is not
visible because it is under the noise floor of the system. Phase
noise measurements at different driving power will permit to
visualize this cut-off frequency.
Considering the 1/f noise slope and the noise value obtained
at 1Hz in Fig. 8, we can give the Allan standard deviation
σy_floor of an oscillator containing the test resonator in which the
only source of flicker frequency noise is the test resonator [9].
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Fig. 8. Block diagrame of the carrier suppression principle

When the carrier suppression is achieved (less than -75 dBc
is enough), the resulting signal only made up of the noise
coming from the resonator, is strongly amplified and mixed
with the source signal to be shifted down to the low frequency
domain and processed by the spectrum analyzer. Calibration of
the measurement system is obtained by injecting a known
amount of phase noise (simulated by a sideband) on the arm
containing the DUT. The measurement is corrected using a
calibration factor determined from the sideband.
IV.

RESULTS

A measurement of the single-sideband Power Spectral
Density (PSD) of phase fluctuation, L(f) of the HBAR at
fres = 373 MHz, is shown in Fig. 98. The drive level power
dissipated by the resonators is about 70 µW. No thermal
stabilization is done, and the measurement is obtained at room
temperature.
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With Sy(1 Hz), the PSD of the relative frequency
fluctuations at 1 Hz. In Fig. 9, L(1 Hz) is around -125 dBc/Hz,
then Sϕ(1 Hz) is -122 dBrad²/Hz. The relationship between Sϕ
and Sy is given by:
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This gives a flicker floor of about σy_floor = 1.5×10-11. This
first result shows a short-term stability that is in the range
between usual Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillators
(TCXO) and Oven Controlled SAW Oscillators (OCSO).
Knowing HBAR behavior in term of Q factor [8] and
considering that the higher modes present better Q.f product
than the Q.f product of 8.2×1012 Hz of the overtone described
in this paper, improvement of bench characterization of the
phase noise at higher frequency should give us very promising
results in the future.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper the phase noise of a HBAR resonator has been
explored using a passive measurement system. The 1/f noise is
clearly shown. A flicker floor of about σy_floor = 1.5×10-11
shows a short-term stability that is in the range between usual
TCXO and OCSO.

Furthermore, in our case, a more precise stabilization of the
temperature of the HBAR should improve the phase noise at
0.1 Hz. Measurement under this condition will be done.
The motivation of this work is to improve the knowledge of
the HBAR resonators to address oscillator applications. An
oscillator will be achieved, which will allow its comparison
with what can be expected in view of the measured phase
noise.
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